




Introduction :

Day begins with the sun rise

 It is morning, by his journey sun creates
mid day, evening & by sunset creates night
and somewhere early morning.

A government employee office

timing 10.30am  to 1.30pm lunch

hour and 2.oopm to 5.oopm



What is Time: 

 Time is the dimension in which things change. 

 In simple words it can be said that  time is 
‘duration’. 

 A duration taken for flip of an eye lid for once can 
be termed as a second. 

 The importance of a second or for that matter a 
fraction of second is known to a sprinter who loses 
his  gold medal in national or international or 
Olympic competition. 



 Importance of a minute known to a student or a 
competitor who misses  to reach his/her 
examination center on time.

 of a month – a mother who gives a 

premature birth to a baby.

 of a year to a student who fails in 

his s.s.c. exam.



How much time do you have?

There are 24 hours in a day.

7 days in a week ( 168 hours).

365 days in a year. 

An extra day during leap year.



 If an average person of 70 years life span  is     
taken for consideration 

 25 years of  his life spent in sleeping

 8 years in studies 

 7 years in holidays and recreation 

 6 years in rest and illness

 5 years in commuting 

 4 years in eating 



 3 years in transition (getting ready to all these
things.

 12 years valuable time now left for effective
functioning.

 Now we have to make use these 12 years of valuable
time with proper time management.



TIME IS MONEY:-
You can make money; you can’t make 

time. 

An inch of gold cannot buy an inch of 
time.

Time, Man’s most precious asset.



What is Time Management?

 To utilise the available time in optimum manner to 

achieve one’s personal and professional goals.

 Organization of activities so I can get it all done.

 Setting priorities so I know I can do the most 

important things first.

Establishing goals.



Definition Continued

-Time management is making wise 

scheduling decisions which involve 

self-discipline and delayed 

gratification.

-Time is scarcest resource and 

unless it is managed, nothing else 

can be managed- Peter Drucker



Establishing "SMART" Goals…

S - Specific & Self

M - Measurable

A - Achievable 

R - Realistic

T - Time Bound



Why do we need Time Management?

To Save Time

To reduce stress

To function effectively

To increase our work output

To have more control over our job 
responsibilities.



Time management-Its Nature

It is Unique recourse

It can’t be saved or stored

It can’t be borrowed

It is Irreversible



Time Vampires
 The internet/e-mail

 Waiting Time

 The telephone/Interruptions

 Lack of planning/Hurrying/Underestimating Time

 Disorganization

 Overscheduling/Can’t say no                    

 Unrealistic demands on self & others

 Crises



How do you spend your 
time?



Long-term Planning
 Establish deadline for project

 Break down the project into steps

 Establish realistic amounts of time steps

 Working backward from due date, set deadline for 
each step

 Incorporate enough time in schedule to complete step 
along with other weekly tasks



Personal Priority List
To Do Lists

Fixed Priorities

Tasks you must do 
at a certain time

Classes

Sleeping

Meals

 Job

Flexible Priorities

Obligations you 
can meet on your 
own time

Study times

Homework

Social events

Relaxing time



Assign Priorities
 “A” Priorities:  tasks you should be working on now.

 “B” Priorities:  tasks that can wait until “A” tasks are 
done.

 “C: Priorities:  tasks that aren’t very important and can 
wait.



Consider your personal prime time
 Morning?

 Evening?

 Late night?



Your Life Time Goals..

-Attitude

-Career

-Education

-Family

-Financial

-Physical

-Pleasure

-Public service



Final Tips
•SET YOUR Goals
• Prioritize

• Organize

 Use your waiting time

 Use planner/Set deadlines

 Use waiting time/Do 2 things at once

 Tackle hard tasks first

 Avoid perfectionism

 Take care of yourself

 Plan creative time

• Don’t over commit

• Consider your personal prime time

• Celebrate success



Benefits of time management
 Efficient: You will be more efficient in serving your Work 

place and will be able to support your colleges better way.

 Successful: You will achieve greater success in your very 

important, and highly visible,  role in your organization.

 Healthy : On a personal level, you will certainly feel 

healthier, more energetic, and in a generally better mood





Conclusion:-

Yesterday is cancelled cheque,

Tomorrow is promissory note,

To day is ready Cash. 

@@@Time is Precious….use it 
wisely.



THANK YOU


